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the game runs fine at high quality settings in
windows 8.1 (i seem to get some issues with
aero, though.) i would suggest to use a
smaller resolution like 1200x600, since those
are the most common resolutions. possibly,
also, the game could benefit a bit from a
more modern shader-set. mdl2 and mdl2b
should do the job, since they are both
outdated for the visuals in the game. it is
worth noting that both mdls have "old-style"
renderer, which is probably the reason the
game looks slightly different in some areas,
since they really just don't fit in current
graphics engines (there is a mod for bsdg
which basically uses the open source mdl2b
source for the game, and it looks quite nice).
on the point of "modernity", the game was
originally created for a some general
customization hack about 2 years ago by a
russian dev. that's when i got my first look at
how the game was coded and what it used
for rendering. there was a single thread
dedicated to video rendering at the time,
with a bit of per-frame optimizations. we
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could have used a dedicated shader for the
majority of things, but that's an entirely
different topic, so i won't go into that. again,
mdl1 was used for the core rendering, since
most of what the game does nowadays is
not really dependent on the graphics engine.
also, the art team basically have nothing to
do with game development (which i think is
a good thing. they have no idea about the
actual technical requirements of the game
besides what they wanted for themselves to
work with, which is often good enough). i'll
try to find out more about the d3d engine,
maybe there's some actual settings to play
around with. the game also has some vulkan-
like optimization for rendering, but that
could be the hardware setup only. the game
also uses a lot of stuff to prefetch and
predict rendering and do other things for
improved performance, and they probably
could be changed to better and optimize the
game.
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